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The ANA Educational Foundation connects

academia (students & professors) with the

marketing industry



In 2017, the AEF published

groundbreaking research

analyzing the disconnect

between the industry & talent



Key Insights

Internships often have problems with

executive bias, referrals and

socioeconomic privilege

Companies are resource & time limited

and can only focus on recruiting from a

handful of top schools

Internships are a critical part of the learning experience

& are often seen as a prerequsite to entry-level jobs

Top, diverse talent has a hard time getting noticed



Internship Program

Marketing & Advertising
Education (MADE)

In 2018 we launched MADE, a program

that rethinks how the industry assesses

& recruits talent.



Democratizing the hiring process and leveling the playing field for all
students regardless of background, socioeconomic status or geography.

AEF leverages network of 5,000 professors at 350+
schools across the country

Positioned as the “Common App” for marketing &
advertising internships

Standardization makes applying for internships easier and more fair.



When a candidate applies, they
are asked to provide

Resume
Academic

Recommendation
Digital interview

A testimony from a

professor; they are usually

the best evaluator of

critical thinking & analytical

reasoning because they see

first-hand classroom

performance of students. 

Five timed questions and a

timed writing sample. 

Academic achievements,

leadership roles,

community involvement &

work experience



We assess for traits, instead
of specific skills

Leadership potential

Data-driven critical thinking ability

Enthusiasm and passion for the industry

There is great talent everywhere- beyond the traditional

marketing and business programs. We encourage

applicants from all schools, majors and life experiences. 

When assessing candidates, we use behavioral and

case-based questions to screen for: 

1.

2.

3.



2021 Applicant Overview

2,364 

Applicants

231 

Interviews

175 

Finalists

362 schools across the country

represented including 24 HBCUs



MADE helps elevate diverse talent
into the industry

Over 60% of MADE applicants identified as BIPOC

Over 75% of MADE interns selected by partner companies

identified as BIPOC

Through our recruiting process, diverse talent naturally

rises to the top of the candidate pool



MADE helps top talent connect with
companies such as



MADE prepares
students for their
internship and builds a
community that they
can connect to for the
duration of their
careers.

Mentor match with industry professionals

at companies such as:

 

 

 

 

 

Networking & training sessions to provide

foundation for the summer: consumer

insights, creative storytelling, brand

purpose, multicultural & inclusive

advertising, marketing technology, etc.

 

ANA student certification course



Sara Parrish

sp@aef.com


